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5 - Design and Visual Communication NCEA Level 1 Phase 1 Survey – Raw 
Feedback a 
46 answers to "Impressions - Design and Visual comms - What is your overall impression of the 
Learning Matrix?" 
 
↓ Option Total Percent 

On the right track 29 2.54% 

Needs amendments 17 1.49% 

Not Answered 1096 95.97% 
 
46 answers to "Impressions - Design and Visual comms - What is your overall impression of the 
Teaching, Learning, and Assessment Guide?" 
 
 
Option Total Percent 

On the right track 26 2.28% 

Needs amendments 20 1.75% 

Not Answered 1096 95.97% 
 
45 answers to "Impressions - Design and Visual comms - What is your overall impression of the 
example Course Outlines?" 
 
↑ Option Total Percent 

On the right track 25 2.19% 

Needs amendments 20 1.75% 

Not Answered 1097 96.06% 
 
44 answers to "Comments - Design and Visual Comms" 
  
Response ID Answer 

ANON-K9GG-
12M9-U 

Im a teacher and i dont understand the changes and how they work. 

https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fpublic-engagement-survey-phase-1-english%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F4b356ec9f6%2Fsubpage.2021-03-16.1039203468%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122064-24765%3Alist=question.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122064-24765%2FOn+the+right+track
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fpublic-engagement-survey-phase-1-english%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Fe7c907c8a9%2Fsubpage.2021-03-16.1039203468%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122064-24765%3Alist=question.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122064-24765%2FNeeds+amendments
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fpublic-engagement-survey-phase-1-english%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F67547327d3%2Fsubpage.2021-03-16.1039203468%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122064-24765%3Alist=question.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122064-24765%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fpublic-engagement-survey-phase-1-english%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F441201943e%2Fsubpage.2021-03-16.1039203468%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122121-851%3Alist=question.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122121-851%2FOn+the+right+track
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fpublic-engagement-survey-phase-1-english%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F7c33f4a352%2Fsubpage.2021-03-16.1039203468%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122121-851%3Alist=question.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122121-851%2FNeeds+amendments
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fpublic-engagement-survey-phase-1-english%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F82f554fffe%2Fsubpage.2021-03-16.1039203468%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122121-851%3Alist=question.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122121-851%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fpublic-engagement-survey-phase-1-english%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F70120282d7%2Fsubpage.2021-03-16.1039203468%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122132-87667%3Alist=question.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122132-87667%2FOn+the+right+track
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fpublic-engagement-survey-phase-1-english%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Ff2604df464%2Fsubpage.2021-03-16.1039203468%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122132-87667%3Alist=question.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122132-87667%2FNeeds+amendments
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fpublic-engagement-survey-phase-1-english%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F2256b53c6d%2Fsubpage.2021-03-16.1039203468%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122132-87667%3Alist=question.2021-03-17.2031027501-2021-03-17T12-04-02.122132-87667%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12M9-U
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12M9-U
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Response ID Answer 

ANON-K9GG-
12XN-U 

The content is not very clear, how would this translate into Assessment 
Standards and class content. 

ANON-K9GG-
12G1-D 

There is no content displayed for DVC 

ANON-K9GG-
12GS-F 

It seems very limited and having a 6 credit technical external is very old 
fashioned. DVC is not tech drawing. This new curriculum is not innovative and 
it will be sending us backwards. 

ANON-K9GG-
12ZU-4 

The course outlines and assessment guide have different credit ratings for the 
external standards. Which is correct? 
I found the guides and Learning Matrix useful but a bit waffly. The course 
outlines were helpful in fleshing out what is actually expected. Full standards 
with clarification would also help. 
 
The assessments seem quite vague at this point. It is hard to comment on what 
needs to be developed without more explanation of the new standards. It does 
seem like a lot of Professional Development will need to be made available to 
teachers of DVC, as it is a smaller subject area with only 1-2 teachers in most 
schools and some changes seem quite substantial. There is not the availability 
of professional consultation with colleagues on these changes as you would 
find with a core subject. 

ANON-K9GG-
12JV-N 

There was a lot of information, to much. The direction you are going is looking 
great but I think it needs to condescended down more to success criteria for 
each curriculum strand. What is the overall goal you would like at level 6 etc. I 
work at a low decile school and ensuring they are working with a clear design 
process for some is already a huge challenge - but they can do it with 
scaffolded tasks. I think having an overall list, for example 6 main goals for 
each level that work as success criteria that outline the main objectives for our 
students. A possible example could be for level 6 works to be directed at 
showing a clear development process. Then by level 8 it could be showing 
depth with different communication techniques, different media and software. I 
know my school has trouble having using CAD software as our computers are 
very old. 
 
I would also like to see DVC split into two main strands as there are a lot of 
skills that need to be covered but not enough time. I would like to see a 
technical strand and a design based strand. This will lead into industry much 
better and enable more depth and understanding in the subject. The NCEA 
standards that are on offer are all portfolio based and really time consuming so 
you cant offer all of them. 
 
However I think this is a really good start and the direction you are heading is 
good. I am more than happy to help out as I am a young new grad teacher from 
the architecture industry. 

ANON-K9GG-
12VY-4 

It's too broad and can become very subjective 

ANON-K9GG-
12PZ-Y 

Overall, I think the Level 1 draft products for consultation allow for assessment 
of broad foundational skills in DVC. And some old 'hang ups' have been 
addressed, particularly around presentation of ideas being replaced with 

https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12XN-U
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12XN-U
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12G1-D
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12G1-D
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12GS-F
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12GS-F
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12ZU-4
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12ZU-4
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12JV-N
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12JV-N
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12VY-4
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12VY-4
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12PZ-Y
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12PZ-Y
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representation. And some narrow lens of assessment have been widened. 
My questions would be along the lines of; 
The Level 6 matrix has 6 bullet points broadly based on ideation. Why has 1.1 
narrowed the assessment focus to "Students will explore and experiment with 
design ideas and use visual techniques to respond to Te Ao Māori and another 
design heritage." 
My feedback would be to suggest this assessment tool should be more broadly 
based. 
I would be happier if the standard read, 
Explore and experiment with design ideas using visual techniques to respond 
to Te Ao Māori OR another design heritage 
OR Explore and experiment with design ideas using visual techniques to 
respond to design heritages. 
 
If there is no change to 1.1 then I would be questioning the appropriateness to 
combine Te Ao Māori with another design heritage and the expertise of Kaiako 
to manage this with sensitivity and confidence. Similar concerns have been 
expressed for 1.1 Visual Arts. (And I acknowledge that Kaiako have the choice 
not to assess this standard, at Level 1 there will be no need to assess all 20 
credits). However, I think the internal assessment standards should be broad, 
to give Kaiako more options, particularly around ideation. 
 
1.1 allows for the award of 6 credits. Why? The balance of credits seems to 
have a heavy focus on the front end of the design process. Perhaps some 
rationale could be provided here. 
 
I would also question the external/internal assessment mix. (However, I 
acknowledge there may be some constraints here). I would rather see 1.2 
external and 1.4 internal. Can there be some explanation why this couldn't be 
so? Is there any information around how external assessment might look, that 
might ease some concerns? Perhaps some additional information is available? 

ANON-K9GG-
12P9-X 

It is all pretty clear, however, a lot of support will be required into the cultural 
practices and heritage within Te Ao Maori and how to imbed this into projects in 
a culturally responsive manner. 
It's nice to see that it's less specific than the current Level 1 assessment and 
the course outlines have shown a variety of different ways that you could 
approach the new assessment matrix. It is also nice to see that students are 
encouraged to express their own voice, views and cultural values. 
 
Would we also get to select the standards we do or do we have to complete all 
4 standards? 

ANON-K9GG-
12R1-R 

Q1: Curriculum level descriptors on the Learning Matrix are very general. Less 
of them and should be more descriptive. 
Q2: Teaching, Learning, and Assessment Guide are okay for experienced 
teachers, but very confusing for teachers starting out in this curriculum area. 
Q3: Course outlines showed the huge diversity of delivery options. Again, so 
diverse it will take a lot of unpacking by teachers. 

ANON-K9GG-
12RP-Q 

I think the work that has been done for DVC is far better in detail and future 
forward for the subject than the Materials Processing Technology which feels 
very unfinished and raw. The DVC draft materials have more scope and 

https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12P9-X
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12P9-X
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12R1-R
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12R1-R
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12RP-Q
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12RP-Q
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thinking and really focus on the essential learning of the curriculum area. 
 
The materials presented in the draft, has an exciting mix, the essential learning 
and big ideas for level 6 feels aimed at the right level and captures the essence 
of DVC. The course outlines have a range of ways that teaching and learning 
programs could deliver content connecting to the big ideas and essence ideas 
and achievement standards. 
 
Reading the draft standards and unpacking of the standards, I have the 
following feedback; 
 
Draft 1.3 Instrumental drawing (external credit value 6) ; pictorial sketching and 
modelling are not instrumental drawing techniques. Patternmaking at year 11, 
is a large life size scale piece of work when connected to fashion textiles 
contexts as it real life use. Sending this in for assessment would be challenging 
for NZQA with submission format. This draft standard credit value feels too 
high and would swap that for credit value with draft external 1.4. 
 
Draft 1.2 representation techniques ( internal credit value 4) ; unpacking 
standards detail that this connects to layout and composition of 1.3. These two 
things, layout and composition, do not make sense for 1.3 and what 
instrumental drawing is about. 
 
Draft 1.4 develop design ideas ( external credit value 4) ; this draft standard 
credit value feels too low for what students would do in the portfolio. Could the 
credit value be swapped with the other external 1.3 which is currently too high. 

ANON-K9GG-
12RU-V 

The content provided was clear and it was great to see three different course 
outlines showing three different approaches to teaching these new standards. 
I found the ideas and information provided excited me and while giving me lots 
to think about, also inspired lots of ideas (that I want to start now). 
The externals are very large in terms of the scope of work that might be 
submitted for assessment and I think this is an area that could cause 
challenges around what a marking panel might look like and how you cover all 
of the skills and knowledge required of markers. 

ANON-K9GG-
126G-J 

1. Learning Matrix: The learning matrix is good but it could be simplified by 
removing some of the repeated information in the Levels and also maybe look 
at breaking the Curriculum Levels into each of the 5 Big Ideas, e.g. 
 
- Design is an act of manaakitange that seeks to improve the lives of people 
and their places: 
a. explore and consider design tikanga, practices .... 
b. etc etc etc. 
 
2. Teaching, Learning and Assessment Guide: I have concerns with the 
makeup of the four standards as I believe it will lead to further specialization 
within Level 1 of the subject which is contrary to what you are trying to achieve. 
I agree that we need to consider culture and tikanga within both our teaching 
and assessment but not at the cost of the other content within the subject. By 
having only 1 standard that looks at both Spatial and Product design I believe 
you will end up having some teachers / schools only doing 1, i.e. Specializing in 
Spatial Design for example. Both of these context use different modes and 

https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12RU-V
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12RU-V
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-126G-J
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-126G-J
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media and should be taught as such at Level 1 & 2. We have already seen the 
content reduced in breadth in DVC from the initial Graphics Syllabus due to the 
introduction of NCEA and I think it would be a shame to reduce it further. I also 
understand that you could use 1.1 to assess a Spatial Unit and leave 1.2 to 
assess a Product Unit but by doing this you might undermine the Spatial 
content that could be both taught and assessed. 
 
3. Course Outlines: Out of the 3 of them in my opinion the 2nd is the best but to 
be honest although their is a lot too them they are lacking in any depth or 
detail. I don't feel I would use any of them for that reason. 

ANON-K9GG-
12H4-H 

Kiaora Kaiako o te Hangarau 
 
I know there will be a lot of angst around Te Ao Maaori, Maatauraganga Maaori 
and the implication that DVC Teachers will be required to teach in this realm. I 
am comfortable with this as I am already on a learning journey through Ako 
Critical contexts for change. I re-wrote a unit last year for Level 1 Influential 
Designer which included a Te Ao Maaori lens. Students were asked to design a 
light based on a Maaori Myth or legend and an Influential designer. It worked 
really well. 
My problem with the Learning guide is I believe you have narrowed the focus 
too much and perhaps have made it too complex and conceptual. One of your 
learning guides discusses looking at Powhiri as a starting point. We cant forget 
that we are Technology. Perhaps you should look at Te Ao Maaori from a 
spatial and product perspective, Marae and they way Maaori live, Te Patakas 
and the way Maaori store food, Eel traps and how they are designed....many 
many examples of product and space to use as an example to explore. My 
feeling is many DVC teachers will feel out of their depth should they be given 
examples that are more about customs and traditions. Have you thought that 
perhaps Drama and the arts or even dance may look at powhiri as a Te Ao 
maaori world view? So any DVC Teacher picking your your learning guide will 
run with this idea and discover students covering this topic in another learning 
area. You need to be careful we are covering Technology and not the Arts as 
Maatauranga and Te Ao Maaori. 
 
Despite the common dialogue you will get to say it should be Te Ao Maaori OR 
another heritage, I disagree. To ensure positive outcomes for Maaori, we need 
to embrace Te Ao Maaori. If you change it to OR......Teachers will default to the 
OR every time and all the good work you are trying to push out will be for 
nothing. Lots of PD will be needed in this area but please think about making 
the starting points around spatial and product.....ie; not powhiri. 
 
Kia Kaha 
 
Ka pai to ra 

 

 
Matamata College 

ANON-K9GG-
1289-6 

I liked the DVC course outline 2. The structure seemed more inline with how 
we work already. The other outlines seemed a little confusing, but perhaps 
because they are not how I am used to structuring the coursework. 

9(2)(a)

https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12H4-H
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12H4-H
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-1289-6
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-1289-6
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The standards seem open enough to fit with much of the work we do now, but I 
would feel more confident asking students to respond to Te Ao Māori if I have 
more PD on this myself. 

ANON-K9GG-
1255-Y 

The matrix seems to ask more/higher level than what we offer at level 1 
currently. 

ANON-K9GG-
18XE-R 

The big ideas section is very wordy and at times a bit repetitive, saying the 
same thing but in different words. Yes we apply the same skills in different 
contexts and with different responses, but do they all need to be stated or could 
it be simplified? 

ANON-K9GG-
18M9-1 

I'm not sure what is meant by another design heritage? Is this the students' 
own visual heritage or design movement or era or simply fittings and fixtures. 
this is not clear in the teaching and learning guides. I think putting Te Ao Maori 
at the forefront of our teaching and learning is cool, however, I know from my 
own pedagogy this year incorporating Te Ao Maori can be difficult due to a lack 
of easily accessible good quality resources. I think that some PD with practical 
ideas on how a mātauranga Māori (Māori world view) and aesthetics and 
function can be embedded programs would be really useful. In terms of my 
own pedagogy I am undertaking my own research to better understand Te Ao 
Maori. At moment I am exploring the idea of a juxtaposition between form in 
Maori art and architecture and the concept of biomimicry. 

ANON-K9GG-
18Q8-4 

Summary of response to RAS products 
 
BIG IDEAS: 
• I agree with all the Big Ideas. They are wonderful. 
 
LEARNING MATRIX 
• The learning matrix is mainly a good representation of the important learning 
in DVC and contains appropriate learning progression across the 3 levels. 
• At level 6, add a learning outcome that encourages students to begin to 
develop their own voices as designers. 
• At level 6, add more explanation or specification of visual communication 
skills which are significant learning that must not be left to chance. There is not 
a strong enough representation of the Big Idea: “Visual communication is a set 
of visual literacy skills that allow designers to think about, evaluate and 
appropriately present design ideas and outcomes” 
• At level 7, add an outcome that covers divergent, explorative thinking and 
would help students to step towards being innovative and inventive. 
• Include learning to use of CAD as a visual communication tool at all levels. 
 
ASSESSMENT MATRIX 
• I agree with the Achievement Standard titles, the credit weightings, and the 
Internal/External allocations. 
• However, in general, the requirements for each standard have increased from 
what is currently expected, both in quantity and complexity of evidence. Overall 
the expectation is too high. I don’t think that this is desirable. 
• AS 1.1 explains the intent of the standard very well using some very beautiful 
statements. 
• AS 1.1 requires a response to two heritages which is more complex than the 
existing standard. Care should be taken with further writing for this standard to 
keep it simple enough to give students the confidence to explore and 
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experiment with ideas freely. 
• AS 1.2 Contains some beautiful explanations such as “and learners will need 
to present their outcomes in an impactful way that grabs the eyes and attention 
of the viewer effectively. This is their chance to let their design outcomes shine 
using visual communication thinking.” 
• The requirements for AS 1.2 are too difficult and require too much work for 4 
credits at level 1. The statement contains expectations that are significantly 
more complex and requiring more work than the current level 1 standard. It 
also contains expectations that match the learning outcomes in level 7 and 8 of 
the draft learning matrix rather than level 6. 
• The list of representation techniques for 1.2 needs to list techniques suitable 
for product and spatial design such as: models, 3D rendered drawings, 
rendered pictorial sketches and rendered CAD drawings. 
• Remove pictorial sketching, modelling and pattern making from the list in AS 
1.3 as they are not instrumental techniques that use standards and 
conventions. 
• The unpacking statement for AS 1.4 contains some very good statements. 
However, the requirements for AS 1.4 need to be made less complex. The 
unpacking statement references ideas that belong at curriculum level 7 or 8 
rather than level 6. 
• AS 1.4 should contain more reference to and explanation of the visual 
techniques that could be used. 
 
 
A more detailed analysis of points made: 
 
Big Ideas 
These Big Ideas sum up the learning in DVC very well. They cover a range of 
knowledge and skill outcomes that are important in DVC education. Each idea 
can be introduced and used appropriately at year 11 level, but all the big ideas 
allow for growth and increasing complexity at year 12 and 13. 
Summary: I agree with all the Big Ideas 
 
Learning Matrix 
Overall, the learning outcomes for each level are a good representation of the 
important learning in Design and Visual Communication. The learning 
outcomes relate well to the big ideas for the subject. It is very clear how the big 
ideas will be developed across the three levels of learning. However, please be 
careful that the learning outcomes are not stepped up from current 
expectations. I don’t think that there is a need to raise the level of expected 
learning for our students, rather we want more students to have success at 
learning the valuable aspects of DVC. 
 
I like the way that te ao Maori is introduced at Curriculum Level 6 through 
exploring and generating ideas. This feels very open, positive and engaging. 
Curriculum Level 6 also introduces the ideas of kaitiakitanga and hauora which 
seems appropriate at this level as long as they are included at an introductory 
level only so that students don’t become bogged down with very heavy ideas 
that may inhibit creativity. 
 
Curriculum level 7 introduces a range of in-depth visual communication skills 
both for thinking and communicating details of ideas. However, it would be 
better if these were foreshadowed more clearly with more specific visual 
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communication learning at level 6. At level 7 it is good to see a clear focus on 
the growth of each student’s own voice. I also like the presence of an 
empathetic approach to design and decision making which reinforces the Big 
Idea of “design being an act of manaakitanga” 
 
The learning outcomes at curriculum level 8 cover the Big Ideas well and 
provide a beautiful range of learning outcomes for DVC. 
 
A few aspects that could be improved in the learning matrix: 
 
At curriculum level 6: 
There is not a specific learning outcome mentioned that leads towards students 
developing or using their own designer voice. It would be good to add some 
learning that relates more fully to the big idea: “Designers bring their own 
unique voice that draws from their personal experiences, cultures, values, and 
perspectives as well as those of other people.” 
There has been an increase in learning outcomes relating to design thinking 
and a decrease in learning outcomes relating to visual communication. I think 
that students need to acquire specific visual skills to stimulate and support 
design thinking. I would like to see more explanation or unpacking of visual 
communication skills which are the significant learning that must not be left to 
chance. In particular, the specific visual skills that show thinking about the 
development of spatial and product design ideas seems to be largely missing. 
This was previously a large part of DVC learning at year 11 and is vital 
preparation for year 12 learning. 
Introducing CAD (computer aided design) as a visual communication tool 
should be specifically mentioned to ensure that all students have access to 
gaining some knowledge of CAD. 
At curriculum level 7: 
There is no learning outcome listed for divergent, explorative thinking, only for 
the more critical, convergent aspects of design thinking. It would be good to 
add an outcome that covered divergent, explorative thinking and would help 
students to step towards being innovative and inventive. 
 
CAD (computer aided design) as a visual communication tool should be 
specifically mentioned to ensure that all students have access to increasing 
their knowledge of CAD. 
 
At curriculum level 8: 
The statement “be able to hold a critical discourse and debate ideas and 
opinions in a robust and constructive manner” needs to be re-written to fit DVC 
practice better. 
 
Summary: 
• At level 6, add a learning outcome that encourages students to begin to 
develop their own voices as designers. 
• At level 6, add more explanation or unpacking of visual communication skills 
which are significant learning that must not be left to chance. 
• At level 7, add an outcome that covers divergent, explorative thinking and 
would help students to step towards being innovative and inventive. 
• Include learning to use of CAD as a visual communication tool at all levels. 
 
The Assessment Matrix 
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Overall, I agree with the Achievement Standard titles, the credit weightings, 
and the Internal/External allocations. However, in general, the requirements for 
each standard have increased from what is currently expected, both in quantity 
and complexity of evidence. I don’t think that this is desirable or necessary. 
Most of the level 6 learning outcomes are covered by the assessment matrix, 
however learning relating to the Big Idea: “ Visual communication is a set of 
visual literacy skills that allow designers to think about, evaluate and 
appropriately present design ideas and outcomes” is under represented in 
Achievement Standard 1.4 where it should be a vital component. 
 
Response to specific Achievement Standards: 
 
1.1 Explore and experiment with design ideas using visual techniques to 
respond to Te Ao Māori and another design heritage 
 
The unpacking statement for this standard: 
• Explains the main ideas of the standard well using some very beautiful 
statements. 
• Contains useful statements about divergent thinking, exploration and 
experimentation. 
• Focuses on generating ideas that respond to Te Ao Maori and another design 
heritage. This is an appropriate way to encourage students to begin to engage 
with Te Ao Maori as it is playful and positive and can help students to find what 
resonates with them. 
• Unpacks the visual communication techniques well, but could include more 
techniques relating to spatial and product design. 
• Is unclear whether “Explore and experiment with design ideas … and another 
design heritage” can mean using architectural or design heritages. It is often 
highly illuminating for students to explore the work of influential architects and 
designers of their own choice. 
• Includes an increased complexity of thinking compared to the current 
standards. The requirement to respond to two heritages is complex if both are 
explored and intertwined together. 
 
1.2 Use representation techniques to promote a product or spatial design 
outcome 
 
The unpacking statement for this standard: 
• Contains some beautiful explanations such as “and learners will need to 
present their outcomes in an impactful way that grabs the eyes and attention of 
the viewer effectively. This is their chance to let their design outcomes shine 
using visual communication thinking.” 
• Should state “…using visual communication techniques” rather than “ …visual 
communication thinking” 
• Begins with a statement that does not make sense: “Once the learner has 
explored the layout and composition of a design outcome (see Achievement 
Standard 1.3)”. Layout and composition in DVC refer to the graphic design of a 
presentation NOT to the nature of a design outcome. 
• Contains expectations that are significantly more complex and requiring more 
work than the current level 1 standard. It also contains expectations that match 
the learning outcomes in level 7 and 8 of the draft learning matrix. 
• Contains expectations that go beyond the scope of the title e.g. “The design 
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outcome should be presented and explained in a manner that makes clear the 
learner’s thinking and how they have incorporated design heritage, drawing 
techniques, and cultural aspects into their development processes.” 
• Does not unpack suitable representation techniques for product or spatial 
design outcomes. It could include representation techniques such as models, 
3D rendered drawings, rendered pictorial sketches and rendered CAD 
drawings. Nine head figures is a fashion illustration technique that would not 
suit this standard and may be unsuitable for use with teenagers. 
 
1.3 Use instrumental drawing techniques to communicate a design outcome for 
a selected context 
 
The unpacking statement for this standard: 
• Contains a useful explanation of the intent of the standard 
• Lists some instrumental techniques that are not suitable for this standard e.g. 
pictorial sketching, modelling and pattern making. 
• 
1.4 Develop design ideas through consideration of place, people, and purpose 
 
The unpacking statement for this standard: 
• Contains some beautiful statements such as : “It recognises that all design 
ideas arise from the places for which they are developed and are deeply 
connected to the whakapapa and fonua of the people within them. This makes 
clear the purpose of design thinking and allows learners to realise how the 
function, use, and aesthetics of their design ideas will serve and honour the 
individuals and communities they’re developed for.” Considering aspects of 
function, use and aesthetics and how they relate to the place and to people is 
suitable for level 1 assessment. 
• Overall, the expectations are too high for this standard and are harder than 
the current standards. Some of the statements relate to learning at levels 7 and 
8 of the curriculum e.g. “They will begin to develop an understanding of 
concepts such as ergonomics (for product design), proxemics, and site 
considerations (for spatial design). Design ideas will evolve and be refined 
throughout their development to ensure that they’re fit for purpose.” 
• More specific information should be included about the visual communication 
skills that would be suitable: “Visual communication skills will also be refined 
and drawn on here” 

ANON-K9GG-
18QR-X 

Support for Mātauranga Māori included in design. Some areas have great 
support through involvement of Kaumatua and other elders and specialists in 
the community but some schools do not! 

ANON-K9GG-
18S2-Z 

Visual Art has been a stand-alone subject and we want to be perceptibly 
different from other subjects. The holistic approach over generalizes the 
intentions in a way that nullifies the goal(s). 

ANON-K9GG-
18VQ-2 

Thank you for all of the hard mahi you have put into these documents, I really 
like the direction we are heading in and as always I feel lucky to teach DVC. 
The increased recognition of the service element of being a designer and the 
use of design to enhance the human experience is great. 
Everything about the work that has been done for DVC makes it feel more 
grown up and like we are shifting to better align with the tertiary learning 
experiences many of our students will move on to. 

https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18QR-X
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1.3: By selecting and exploring one or more of these modes.... The context will 
also be selected by the learner and will inform their choice of drawing system 
based on its requirements. How best to represent their design thinking... 
I really like the focus on exploring, selecting and working out how to best 
represent design thinking. I hope that as the standard is refined and the AME 
developed the room for students to make informed decisions and select the 
representation techniques best suited to their design remains as open as it 
appears in this draft. 
 
I could write more but I don't have time. I'm really interested to see how you 
continue to refine these drafts and to see what the AME step ups look like. 
Good luck with the rest of the journey! 

ANON-K9GG-
18J1-P 

Would be good to use an existing year-long scheme, with visual exemplars, to 
unpack against the 'new' draft achievement standards. This would be helpful to 
'see' as we would like to take our existing scheme and see how it would align to 
the new draft achievement standards. 
 
A few questions: 
- is it imperitive to undertake 20 credits, or could a school opt for 16 credits in 
their Level 1 course - if a student takes six subjects, then they would be 
potentially achieving 120 credits, when currently they only need 80 to pass 
Level 1 NCEA 
- reader/writers in DVC - is this possible? 
- will the external achivement standards be in the form of an exam or portfolio? 
- should the four achivement standards be equally weighted (ie five credits 
each)? 
- AS1.1 - 'Explore and experiment with design ideas using visual techniques to 
respond to Te Ao Maori and another design heritage" - this would be better 
written as "... and/or another design heritage", allowing for greater flexibility 
- AS1.2 - "Use representation techniques to promote a product or spatial 
design outcome" - does this imply that a course should be very product or 
spatial dominant, thereby not allowing every student (in every school) to 
experience both product AND spatial design learning opportunities, before 
entering into Level 2 NCEA - Level 1 should be more broad in nature 
- AS1.3 - "Use instrumental drawing techniques to communicate a design 
outcome for a selected context" - the "instrumental" term is misleading, as in 
the "Unpacking The Standards" section, it provides "pictorial sketching" as an 
option to select from - and considering that not all schools currently elect to 
enter the 'technical (or formal) drawing' acievement standards, it doesn't really 
make sense to have this as a compulsory achivement standard 
AS1.4 - "Develop design ideas through consideration of place, people, and 
purpose" - does this achievement standard require an extensive amount of 
written feedback/analysis? 

ANON-K9GG-
18JC-8 

The beginning learning notes make sense, is there any way to condense it and 
make it less onerous? Some of the levels from 1-3 do not quite make sense on 
the download as steps. They might need lining-up so they connect better. The 
teaching templates are helpful to understand how this could be taught and I 
look forward to seeing more from different options to build our own ones off. 
But also, visual examples of projects in that area would be great, because not 
having exemplars for Digital Technology recently made marking very much in 

https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18J1-P
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the dark, especially if you were new to the subject. 
 
The area that needs altering the most is the assessment standards. I feel what 
is said on the learning notes, which is fantastic, is not reflected in the standards 
at present. We feel like the current proposed parts can be included in the sub-
notes of the title to keep the standard name shorter, concise and easier for the 
community to understand. Looking at the needs across all of the Technology 
subjects listed matching the curriculum is important, at the moment they are 
quite subject driven and not as flexible as they could be. There is a possibility 
at Level 1 for assessment they could just be called “Technology” and not have 
subject names at all, because much of these credits will be pulled across one 
another for each student in a subject to build their individual program in an 
ideal world. As we do the design process to come up with innovative designs, 
my suggestion below has each area has a start, development, making and 
presenting. The current concepts of the standards explanations are relevant, I 
would just shuffle the credits and some Internal/External ideas and put them in 
order of the design process, even if a teacher does not do them in order of the 
process, it still helps to sequence it logically. Since these should be considered 
snapshots of assessment, they should not be too detailed. The weight on the 
beginning of the process should be higher than making the outcome which is 
more skills and finished product. This gives students the emphasis of ideas and 
thinking is more important skills to lead to more considered craft and final 
outcome. 
 
DVC 
1.1 Initiate design ideas though exploration. Internal. 6 
1.2 (1.4) Develop a spatial design. Internal. 6 
1.3 Communicate technical components of a design. External. 4 
1.4 (1.2) Exhibit an outcome. External. 4 
 
Materials 
1.1 Plan a design outcome. Internal. 6 
1.2 Develop a product design. Internal. 6 
1.3 Construct a design. External. 4 
1.4 (new) Model an outcome. External. 4 
 
Digital 
1.1 (1.1+1.3) Investigate the impacts in design. Internal. 6 
1.2 Develop a digital design. Internal. 6 
1.3 Apply computational thinking to create an outcome. External. 4 
1.4 (new) Present an outcome. External. 4 
 
Suggesting a range of possibilities for students to be inspired for their starting 
points are better than locking it down to including Maori and other. I always 
encourage my students to include cultural aspects in their projects. but stating 
it at Level 1 makes the courses less flexible, it just means we cannot teach our 
dream courses which are independent for each student and their passions. 
Weather it is written in or not, Professional Development would be greatly 
received towards how to include Maori components in our designs and how to 
not make it tokenistic. 
 
I am also concerned about condensing flexibility and the flow onto level 2, 
because I have multilevel classes and subjects often all at once. I teach 
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L1+2+3 DVC and Digital at once. I need the course to be streamlined into a 
process at each level, so I am not teaching 6 different programs in 1 hour. 
Currently I do go a bit batty saying Designer/Movement/Era/Anything to the 
correct level in DVC! Digital has taken a dive because their program has too 
much writing. Often students want to be inspired by not just that, but the 
standard asks for specifics which makes them work harder just because they 
are doing what they need and what they have to do to tick off assessment. I 
can see that happening if you write in those details. 
 
I agree, less weighting on writing is key for Technology. It is good the reporting 
and exams have gone. It would be much easier to mark externals regionally 
where teachers mark their own projects and then visit other schools locally and 
see their showcase and cross-mark 4 samples from that each year level. 
N/A/M/E. That we have 1 day to make all 3 levels with 2 teachers visiting both 
schools. There is a random generated list of teachers and nearby schools. I do 
not like the sending all the work away system at the moment and the marks 
come back so random without any feedback, the marking changes each year. It 
doesn’t’ help when you don’t know the student’s story behind their work for 
externals. This idea becomes less about assessment and more about 
professional development and a sense of community. They then be included in 
the external moderation too for another standard check with feedback. 
 
Technology 
Plan a design outcome. Internal. 6 
Investigate the impacts in design. Internal. 6 
Initiate design ideas though exploration. Internal. 6 
Develop a spatial design. Internal. 6 
Develop a product design. Internal. 6 
Develop a digital design. Internal. 6 
Communicate technical components of a design. External. 4 
Construct a design. External. 4 
Apply computational thinking to create an outcome. External. 4 
Exhibit an outcome. External. 4 
Model an outcome. External. 4 
Present an outcome. External. 4 

ANON-K9GG-
18CT-J 

same comment as materials technology 

ANON-K9GG-
18CR-G 

Teacher will need good exemplar material across all standards. On going PD to 
up skill will be very important. 
 
1.1 
With visual techniques we need to make sure that the keys tools used across 
many different areas are covered. Digital is fine, but its not as transportable as 
a skill such as sketching and sketching covers such a wide range of areas 
including vocational pathways. Level 1 needs to include skill development. We 
need the subject to be fun 
 
1.2 
 
Excluding layout is good. Letting students have fun to produce a nice item of 
work is what it should be about at. 

https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18CT-J
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1.3 is good but 3 D sketching, pattern making is not a formal drawing method 
relating to spatial or product design. Patterns can mean many things. This is 
the most important standard regarding vocational pathways and as a life skill in 
general. This is used by students who wish to branch away form a design 
route. 
 
1.4 This could be seen as a heavy standard in lower decile schools where 
some student don't have the same chances to engage in prior knowledge 
activities. 

ANON-K9GG-
18WV-8 

Teacher will need good exemplar material and PD opportunities across all the 
proposed standards so that we can lead these effectively. 
 
Overall the descriptions of standards seem very wordy and maybe even a little 
repetitive at times. 
 
1.1 
With visual techniques we need to make sure that the keys tools of sketching 
and modeling by hand are not lost Digital is important but traditional skills such 
as sketching covers a wide range of future pathways. Level 1 should still 
include comprehensive skill development so they are equipped to tackle more 
in-depth projects in y12 and 13. 
 
1.2 
 
Letting students have fun to produce a good quality item of work is what it 
should be about at. This will help build interest and buy in for the subject. 
 
1.3 Good to see a more formal drawing standard like this included. 
 
1.4 This standard will need clear examples of what is meant as I am still 
unclear. Lower decile schools may find that this is a very tough standard where 
some student don't have the same chances to engage in prior knowledge 
activities as their peers at other schools. 

ANON-K9GG-
18HT-Q 

Please ensure that L2 meets the progression of learning to show inclusion of all 
specialisms. It is noted that Textiles is not represented as explicitly at L2, whilst 
hard materials is well catered for. 
 
At L1, what the alluded 'skills' should be more explicit. 
 
L2-L3 there is inconsistency in progression for 'Develop an...' at L2, yet you 
have 'Engage with...." at L3? 
 
L3 - 'unknown territory' - what does this mean? 
 
L2 - Please explain clearly what 'demonstrate autonomy and self determination 
within ones own identity as a designer' means. 

ANON-K9GG-
188G-T 

My overall impression of the criteria in the Learning matrix 
- seems very stepped up from what they are now. For example there is a lot of 
content at Level 6 which seems too much for L1 NCEA students to cope with. It 

https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18WV-8
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seems more applicable to L2 and L3 and beyond L1. 
- There is a lot of information to process in such a short time. 
- It would have been helpful to see the big picture and possibly start with L3 
Assessment Matrix and work down. 
 
Assessment Matix 1.2 
- has a lot of terminology that as an experienced DVC teacher I was not familiar 
with e.g. nine head figures (have since found out that it is a textiles term). 
- It misses describing the types of visual communication representation 
techniques students could use e.g. sketching, models, CAD, animations etc. 
 
Assessment Matrix 1.3 
- no mention of CAD in this standard. CAD is a future focused visual 
communication technique. 
- pattern making? Again is this textile term relevant? 
 
Assessment Matrix 1.4 
- Constructive critiques at L1? - way too advanced. 

ANON-K9GG-
18AA-W 

1.1 
 
Overall this standard looks pretty good. 
Need to remember that Te Ao Maori is more than visual ques and comes from 
the heart/ soul and respect. We don’t want to see buildings or products that 
have just been decorated. What modern or other ways can this be done / 
communicated through student work. Nice that “different cultural approaches” 
has been thought about. 
 
1.2 
Nine head figures this is VERY specific to fabrics / fashion and feels like 
fabrics/ fashion is being given a special door to allow them into DVC “The Nine 
Heads template is a simple starting point for drawing all fashion poses” If this is 
the case there needs to be some reference for technology (workshop) to have 
the same opportunity. 
Apart from that I can see how this will work. Would it be all on just the 
presentation or would the exploration also be assessed showing the journey of 
learning / exploration / testing, so the presentation is the best way to promote 
their design? 
 
1.3 
Pattern making is NOT an instrumental drawing technique. Technology 
students use patterns it is just not fabric patterns that use patterns. Patterns 
can easily be confused for templates and are not really a drawing system. 
Again, is fabrics/ fashion being offered a special door. 
Models for instrumental drawing techniques is marginal especially when you 
are dealing with drawing conventions. Perhaps a combination of model and 
instrumental drawing. 
For models there will need to be to some form of scale. 
For this standard would it be worth adding communication for production/ 
making 
 
1.4 
How will information received from “constructive critique of design ideas “be 

https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18AA-W
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18AA-W
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assessed externally. What is stopping the feedback just being made up and not 
genuine. 
Needs equal weighting of opportunities between product and spatial design. At 
this stage gives the interpretation of being more spatial directed the way it is 
written at present. 
Don’t let teaches turn this into something written. Where what a student has 
written will be assessed and not the visual communication. 
 
General 
Overall not too bad. Generally easy enough to follow and not too grey (different 
interpretation from one teacher to another) 

ANON-K9GG-
18A9-N 

Way too broad and introduces a lot of bias that can come from how individual 
schools interprut the standard especially when the externals get sent away. 
 
we end up catering to external markers, and this will continue with the 
standards as they are. 
 
There was discussion about how Fashion drafting standards fit into these 
standards. there needs to be more differentiation because this will cheapen an 
already strained subject area and in turn add to the issues that we have about 
getting teachers for this subject. 

ANON-K9GG-
18K2-R 

1.1 
 
Visual techniques are very downplayed - only mentioned but not enforced as 
being useful or important at all. 
 
Good that students are encouraged to use techniques suitable to them, their 
strengths and their ideas. 
 
Pleased to see computer modelling is included. 
 
Great that Te Ao Maori is explicitly mentioned in this standard - i think this is a 
really positive addition to the standards and I look forward to exploring this 
further into the programmes we teach. 
 
 
1.2 
 
What is the expectation of this standard? The title does not match the 
explanation. There is a lot in the explanation that pushes this far beyond a 
Level 1 level - some of the requirements are what we expect to see from our 
Level 2 and 3 students currently. For example, “demonstrate the purpose of 
their design idea and explain how it will be of benefit to the places and people 
it's developed for” is very much a Level 3 idea. 
 
Why is “nine head figures” included as an example of a representation 
technique? This does not relate to DVC in any way and is not an appropriate 
technique for DVC students. 
 
The explanation says that “aesthetics will come to the forefront here”, but this 
does not match with the earlier statement about people and place, or the 

https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18A9-N
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18A9-N
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18K2-R
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18K2-R
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statement about “....makes clear the learner’s thinking and how they have 
incorporated design heritage…..”. 
 
Is the expectation of this standard that students are presenting a final design or 
is it more than that? Again, the purpose of the standard is unclear and the title 
does not match the explanation. 
 
The expectation of Level 1 students to “promote their work in unique and 
inspiring ways” is beyond what should be expected from students of this age. 
 
This standard seems like a huge amount of work for 4 standards, especially 
compared to the current equivalent standard. 
 
 
1.3 
 
Some of the techniques listed are not instrumental, despite the standard being 
about instrumental drawing techniques. Pictorial sketching, 3D modelling and 
2D modelling should not be included in this list. Pattern making should also be 
removed from this list as that is a fashion design technique and not related to 
DVC spatial or product design. 
 
It’s confusing why students are expected to explore and select their own 
drawing techniques. At Level 1, I would expect students to be given the 
techniques and their learning is in the implementation of the techniques. 
 
 
1.4 
 
This is a HUGE standard that incorporates a lot of things. But again, it is 
missing key visual communication skills. 
 
There is a big emphasis on critiquing and giving feedback to each other, but 
Level 1 students don’t have the background knowledge or experience to be 
able to do this to the level that seems to be expected in the standard. This is 
more of a Level 3 / tertiary level skill and it takes away from the core purpose of 
the standard. 
 
  

ANON-K9GG-
18K5-U 

If this is supposed to be inclusive, it marginalizes anyone who is not Maori, 
Pasifika or Asian. 
The subject content appears to be geared towards Auckland/ big cities and 
marginalizes smell/rural towns 

ANON-K9GG-
18YV-A 

It is clear to me as a person that has been teaching this for the past 5 years. 
But I wonder what it is like for teachers that will be new brought in to the 
subject. So the entire thing is only useful if you have the right prior knowledge. 
 
Such as how many teachers know enough Te ao Māori to comprehend the 
example courses. Will there need to be some footnotes, for instance we have a 
teacher at our school who is new to the NZ curriculum and Māori culture. 
 

https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18K5-U
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18K5-U
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18YV-A
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18YV-A
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I'm personally able to make the connections and hope there will be opportunity 
for a forum to be had. 

ANON-K9GG-
1887-A 

The overall learning/ big ideas sounds good. 
 
The AS don't seem like they can all be used independently, ie, my school does 
not offer whole year programs as we are semester based. So students might 
only do one AS, which will be a limited choice. 

ANON-K9GG-
18NX-1 

The standards need refined. 
The wording / terms just need put simply - instead of trying to make it sound 
more technical - its just going to confuse teachers. Remember a lot of teachers 
do not have a design or architectural background. DVC has been guided 
heavily by two or three perspectives for several years; some different 
perspectives need to be heard in this area. 

ANON-K9GG-
18FF-7 

I can see this working 

ANON-K9GG-
185U-5 

It would be useful to see the specific criteria for each of the Achievement 
Standards. 

ANON-K9GG-
185X-8 

50% of course is externally assessed which consists of one major portfolio 
covering 2 standards. As such, when are the externals due and how does 
obtaining a derived grade for these standards work? 
Is it possible to have an endorsed course that combines DVC standards with 
Technology? As such what are the requirements re Merit and Excellence? 
It is unclear how visual communication techniques are attached to DVC 1.1 and 
1.4, especially when instrumental drawing is it's own standard 

ANON-K9GG-
183P-X 

Assessment Matrix: 
How can it accommodate that in Technology we often have students taken 2 or 
more technology subjects? Endorsement rules already make this difficult. 
It feels like we have lost a lot of the flexibility to be able to create programmes 
to suit individual students or specific interest subjects, as there is so few 
standards to draw from. 
 
I found the Assessment Matrix very wordy it appeared to be repeating itself in 
places, simplification would be a significant improvement. 
 
Learning Matrix: I would have like to have seen more references to creativity I 
think this could link quite well with wanted to promote students to use their own 
'unique voice'. Perhaps being creative with your ideas could be at Level 1 then 
moving up to developing you own unique voice in L2 and L3 (see comments 
below). 
 
Assessment Matrix: I was please to see the changes for 1.3 Instrumental 
Drawing , I hope during development of this standard there can be 
consideration for how much time is required to learning and use digital 
modelling programmes compared to drawing something on paper. 

ANON-K9GG-
18NG-G 

In terms of Learning: 
• Clearer reference to the three strands of the DVC Teaching and Learning 
Guides would be good to see 

https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.2031027501&user_id=ANON-K9GG-1887-A
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• In the opening paragraph on ‘What is DVC about?’ – some terms should be 
changed – ‘production’ and ‘workable’ are not appropriate to DVC; 
• ‘represented’ is a more useful and encompassing term than ‘presented’; 
• ‘gives life to’ would be better described as ‘makes visible’ 
• The Big Idea ‘Design is an act of manaakitanga …’ should be placed first, to 
better align with the Learning Matrix table 
• In the Big Idea ‘Visual communication is a set of visual literacy …’ the phrase 
‘the design process’ should be replaced with ‘design thinking’; 
• in the second paragraph ‘Presentation’ should be replaced with ‘The 
representation’; 
• and ‘concept’ should be replaced with ‘design ideas’ for consistency 
• In the Key Competencies section, the description of convergent thinking 
should replace ‘to build upon the paths laid by others in the field’ with ‘in 
progressing and resolving ideas’ 
• In the Learning Matrix, the Big Ideas are great and the format is also 
important and very informative in understanding the relationship between the 
DVC Big Ideas 
• The organising of all the Significant Learning at all three curriculum levels 
needs considerable cleaning up, editing and formatting. They are just a 
collection of ideas, and the core aspects are not yet clear and accessible 
 
In terms of Assessment: 
• In the Assessment Matrix, the first three standards (1.1, 1.2, 1.3), the titles are 
highly appropriate. 
• A recommendation for 1.4 is to change the title to ‘Develop a design outcome 
using visual techniques to consider place, people, and purpose’ – the rationale 
behind these changes is to focus on the quality of an outcome rather than the 
quality of its development or progression (this would be better suited to Level 2 
and/or 3) and to ensure that visual communication is still underpinning this 
standard, like the other four 
• In the unpacking of the Standards, 1.1 is well described and appropriate; 
• 1.2 needs some editing to ensure the focus is on representation techniques 
rather than layout and composition 
• In 1.2 would be good to discuss different representation modes as well as 
techniques and exemplified as ‘drawing or modelling (digital or analogue)’ 
rather than ‘rendering or nine head figures’ – in the case of the latter term, it is 
too specific and also has negative implications around body image 
• In 1.2 different visual approaches should be exemplified as ‘rendering effects, 
viewpoint, materiality, construction techniques’ – this will better include both 
model making modes as well as drawing modes – rather than the current ‘tonal 
effects, shadows and highlights, shadow lines, and textures’ which is only 
about rendering 
• 1.3 needs some editing to ensure the focus is on communication and drawing 
systems rather than the use of conventions (though these are not mutually 
exclusive) 
• In the 1.3 bullet point list, pictorial sketching and pattern making should be 
taken out and ‘paraline drawing’ changed to ‘paraline projection’ 
• In 1.3, in the third paragraph, ‘conventions’ should be changed to ‘codes of 
practice’; and ‘design ideas’ should be changed to ‘design outcome’ 
• In 1.4, with the recommended title change ‘Develop a design outcome using 
visual techniques to consider place, people, and purpose’, there will need to be 
some reworking of the unpacking description to better align with this title. 
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ANON-K9GG-
1N7G-F 

DVC 1.1 would it not be best to say, te ao Maori and or another design 
heritage. 
concerned with instrumental drawing and not being able to see how the 
standards progress through to L2 & L3. As a school that doesn't use the 
instrumental standards currently, are we going to have to use them. PD will be 
required. We are a department with great expertise in this aspect of DVC. 

ANON-K9GG-
1NGF-X 

The resources underlying the proposed DVC standards show no clear links to 
achievement objectives, making it an outlier amongst all other proposed NCEA 
Level 1 subjects. None of the three DVC Course Outlines reference any 
curriculum content in their “Connections to the Curriculum” area. The “Ways of 
Working” appear to be a creation independent of any curriculum development 
process. There is urgent clarification required on whether Design and Visual 
Communication is intended to be grounded in the Technology curriculum, and if 
not, what curriculum the significant learning in this area is drawing from. 

ANON-K9GG-
1NGZ-J 

Remove the word instrumental as in my opinion it indicates traditional drafting 
techniques rather than being all encompassing. 

 
 
50 answers to "Mana orite impressions - Design - Does the Learning Matrix show mātauranga 
Māori is appropriately woven throughout?" 
 
 
Option Total Percent 

On the right track 39 3.42% 

Needs amendments 11 0.96% 

Not Answered 1092 95.62% 
 
48 answers to "Mana orite impressions - Design - Does the Teaching, Learning, and Assessment 
Guide explain how the subject supports ākonga Māori to succeed as Māori?" 
 
Option Total Percent 

On the right track 32 2.80% 

Needs amendments 16 1.40% 

Not Answered 1094 95.80% 
 
50 answers to "Mana orite impressions - Design - Do the Course Outlines demonstrate how 
teaching and learning could be grounded in mātauranga Māori?" 
 
↑ Option Total Percent 

On the right track 36 3.15% 

Needs amendments 14 1.23% 

Not Answered 1092 95.62% 
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https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fpublic-engagement-survey-phase-1-english%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-03-17.3283835025&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F7944212500%2Fsubpage.2021-03-16.1039203468%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.3283835025%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.3283835025-2021-03-17T09-45-04.505418-50238%3Alist=question.2021-03-17.3283835025-2021-03-17T09-45-04.505418-50238%2F__not_answered__
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fpublic-engagement-survey-phase-1-english%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-03-17.3283835025&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F575bf955b2%2Fsubpage.2021-03-16.1039203468%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.3283835025%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.3283835025-2021-03-17T09-45-04.505433-7645%3Alist=question.2021-03-17.3283835025-2021-03-17T09-45-04.505433-7645%2FOn+the+right+track
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fpublic-engagement-survey-phase-1-english%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-03-17.3283835025&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2Ffcdc103b54%2Fsubpage.2021-03-16.1039203468%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.3283835025%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.3283835025-2021-03-17T09-45-04.505433-7645%3Alist=question.2021-03-17.3283835025-2021-03-17T09-45-04.505433-7645%2FNeeds+amendments
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/manage_respondents?came_from=https%3A%2F%2Fconsultation.education.govt.nz%2Fncea%2Fpublic-engagement-survey-phase-1-english%2Fconsultation%2Fquestion_report%3FquestionId%3Dquestion.2021-03-17.3283835025&came_from_title=Responses+by+Question&filters%2Fquestions%2F7b2086a7ed%2Fsubpage.2021-03-16.1039203468%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.3283835025%2Fquestion.2021-03-17.3283835025-2021-03-17T09-45-04.505433-7645%3Alist=question.2021-03-17.3283835025-2021-03-17T09-45-04.505433-7645%2F__not_answered__
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42 answers to "Mana orite comments - Design" 
 
Response ID Answer 

ANON-K9GG-
12M9-U 

Im a teacher and i dont know what these are. 

ANON-K9GG-
12XN-U 

Mana Ōrite mō te Mātauranga Māori is one of the biggest shifts of the NCEA 
Change Package, this is an aspect that will require ongoing development and 
support for staff and students to understand and implement in the classroom. 

ANON-K9GG-
12G1-D 

There is no content displayed for DVC 

ANON-K9GG-
12GS-F 

I want student choice and do not want such restrictions on what we can use 
as inspirational material. Innovation comes from real world issues and student 
lead contexts. 

ANON-K9GG-
12ZU-4 

This is quite a significant change to how DVC has previously been taught. 
While I have frequently woven matauranga Maori into DVC briefs before, this 
has always been something students could adapt or change to better suit 
their own culture, interests and heritage where necessary. I would like 
reassurance that there will be multiple options for subject specific 
Professional Development in this area, as without this I am worried it will 
become either tokenistic, or will be taught incorrectly. I also believe this 
should be an externally assessed standard in order to be more consistent 
across NZ rather than determined and approached differently by individual 
schools. I can see an eventuality where whole school PD in this area is given, 
but the focus is on core subjects and does not accurately suggest how this 
can be integrated well into DVC. 

ANON-K9GG-
12JV-N 

This here was done really well! the direction it is heading is great. Again I 
thinking creating 5 main success creates for this would enable a clear way to 
work towards achieving this rather than heaps of bullet points. 

ANON-K9GG-
12VY-4 

Need plenty of PD around this and exemplars of what it could look like. 

ANON-K9GG-
12P9-X 

Yes, I think it's on the right track, but there will need to be a lot of PD around 
this and how we can implement it into our course in a respectful way that is 
constructive and meaningful. 

ANON-K9GG-
12R1-R 

English translations need to be provided next to the Māori word to remove 
barriers to teacher understanding. 

ANON-K9GG-
12RP-Q 

Mātauranga Māori has been considered with care in the writing of the course 
outlines, matrix and standards. I feel I would be able to interconnect it within 
teaching, and recognise I would need some PLD around this and would 
welcome opportunities to engage in it to help strengthen my existing 
knowledge 

ANON-K9GG-
12RU-V 

The DVC course outlines gave me a clearer picture of what this might look 
like in a course context. While reading the information earlier made me feel 
anxious, seeing the course outlines made me see what that might look like in 
my own context. I think there will need to be support and PD available to 

https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12M9-U
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12M9-U
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12XN-U
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12XN-U
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12G1-D
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12G1-D
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12GS-F
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12GS-F
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12ZU-4
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12ZU-4
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12JV-N
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12JV-N
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12VY-4
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12VY-4
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12P9-X
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12P9-X
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12R1-R
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12R1-R
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12RP-Q
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12RP-Q
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12RU-V
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12RU-V
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Response ID Answer 

enable teachers to make this intentional and as the standards imagine it 
though. 

ANON-K9GG-
12RS-T 

Yes although it would be massively beneficial for us to have specialised 
subject specific PD on this!well essential really! 

ANON-K9GG-
126G-J 

1. Learning Matrix: Use it is clear within all 3 Levels how mātauranga is 
woven throughout the learning objectives. 
 
2. Learning & Assessment Guide: It is clear what the expectation is but I feel 
at Level 1 this is too much to consider both tikanga and another culture. 6 
credits is also a lot of emphasis so it is clearly a large piece of work. For many 
Level 1 may be the first time they have experienced the subject so the 
emphasis should be on learning to be creative thinkers and to use a range of 
modes and media to communicate clearly. 
 
3. Course Outlines: This will be an area in which a lot of teachers including 
me will struggle with and the course outlines are vague in the expectations in 
this area. The amount of time allocated also to this part or standard also does 
not seem to reflect the 6 credits value? 

ANON-K9GG-
12H4-H 

As above 

ANON-K9GG-
1289-6 

I feel like I would need to be given more PD and general guidance to gain 
more confidence in this area. 

ANON-K9GG-
12N2-N 

Are we pushing Māori too much on a subject that doesn't use it very much 
and will we be limiting our student to use it. Could it be "or" rather than "and" 
? 

ANON-K9GG-
1255-Y 

Great to see integration of Maori context. Yet will need huge PD to upskill 
teachers to offer this 

ANON-K9GG-
18XE-R 

I know very little about Mana Ōrite mō te Mātauranga Māori, but I feel we 
could be a little lucky as it does seem to weave it's self into DVC naturally and 
the work we already do in the classroom allows for scope to add in specific 
influences. 

ANON-K9GG-
18M9-1 

I think the course outlines could highlight how mātauranga Māori impacts 
design development i.e. what opportunities and constraints of mātauranga 
Māori in the development of a spatial or product design process. 

ANON-K9GG-
18Q8-4 

The materials are a significant and useful start. This is the beginning of a 
journey that we will learn more about as we embark on it. 

ANON-K9GG-
1823-Z 

not enough information given to enable feedback 

ANON-K9GG-
18S2-Z 

at this stage, without a example of how this will look in the classroom, we 
need to see exemplars and further support for teachers to be confidant this 
will be more than a token gestures of mātauranga Māori. 

ANON-K9GG-
18VQ-2 

As a Māori person, reading 1.1 (and the 1.2 Materials and Processing 
standard) and seeing for the first time a compulsory element of an 
achievement standard calling for teachers to incorporate mātauranga Māori 

https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12RS-T
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12RS-T
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-126G-J
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-126G-J
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12H4-H
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12H4-H
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-1289-6
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-1289-6
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12N2-N
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-12N2-N
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-1255-Y
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-1255-Y
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18XE-R
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18XE-R
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18M9-1
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18M9-1
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18Q8-4
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18Q8-4
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-1823-Z
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-1823-Z
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18S2-Z
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18S2-Z
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18VQ-2
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18VQ-2
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into learning experiences is pretty amazing. Our teaching standards and the 
NZC call for us to do what these standards are outlining but the reality is that 
until there are compulsory requirements in our assessments our Māori 
rangatahi will continue to see, hear and learn very little about their culture in 
most schools. 
 
I found it disappointing but not surprising to see comments on the GTTA 
forum about needing to swap out the AND for an OR - which would enable 
teachers to choose not to include the Te Ao Māori element for 1.1 and I really 
hope that this wording is not changed because teachers feel ill-prepared and 
worried about what this means for them and how they will do this. I can see 
people are concerned about how students would respond to te ao Māori - 
what this would look like in practice and how to avoid tokenism etc. This year 
I have tried to integrate mātauranga Māori into a senior course in a way that 
may be relevant to this standard? The brief is to design a daycare centre to 
replace one we have on campus. We have explored Māori concepts that were 
relevant to an early learning environment, many that are familiar to us as 
teachers; the poutama, tuakana/teina, ako, manakitanga and others. Each 
student ended up choosing a concept that would inform their design thinking. 
I have one Māori student in my class - she openly shared her understanding 
of these concepts with her peers which was so cool and really helped to 
increase the buy in from other students. We have also had an past student 
now working for Collingridge and Smith Architects who specialize in early 
learning centres come in and share how the Māori creation story and other 
Māori concepts have informed elements of their designs - this has helped 
students to understand the relevance of what they are doing beyond the 
classroom. I hope once people have some more direction around how they 
could approach this it won't feel so worried about it. 
Maybe some sections of this video of Johnson Witehira (I'm sure you know it) 
could be used to help communicate how māori concepts, ways of being and 
doing can drive design: https://vimeo.com/246505554 
I have seen people using the Aotearoa house as a design context which is 
referenced in the video. 
In our Design with Soft materials courses we use the current Product Design 
DVC standards and this year we introduced students to raranga (although not 
in as much depth as I would have liked) and then to designer Kiri Nathan and 
the journey she went on - returning to the Marae to learn traditional raranga 
techniques and then taking that knowledge and pushing it forward, 
incorporating ideas and techniques into her garments in a contemporary way. 
We didn't ask our non-Māori students to use raranga as a starting point for 
their own design ideas but instead used this learning to illustrate how we can 
take traditional techniques and processes and use them to inform 
contemporary objects and garments. Students were then encouraged to 
explore elements of their own cultures and look for ways in which they could 
inform contemporary garment designs. I'm not sure if this approach would 
work within 1.1 though - maybe it is more relevant to the Materials and 
Processing standard 1.2? 

ANON-K9GG-
18J1-P 

At thi stage, it appears holistic and appropriate to the subject itself. Teachers 
will need to become familiar with the meaning of the words used and in 
context. Hopefully, resources will be provided to teachers, to assist with this 
understanding. 

https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18J1-P
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ANON-K9GG-
18CT-J 

same comment as materials technology 

ANON-K9GG-
18CR-G 

Mana Ōrite mō te Mātauranga Māori will need resourcing as there is a lack of 
good or easy to use material for students and teachers. We must make sure 
we do this right and its not done in a token manner. We must also make sure 
we do not assume our Maori students understand the Maori world as many 
have lost connection. We should be giving them a route to reconnect in a 
supporting manner. 

ANON-K9GG-
18HZ-W 

Need to embed all cultures within the arts. Only focusing on Māori and 
Pasifika is narrow minded and again puts students into boxes. Allow students 
the freedom to look at art from all cultural and indigenous perspectives. Just 
having one standard that focuses on Mātauranga Māori becomes a tick the 
box exercise. If you embed all cultures, so too you automatically embed 
Mātauranga Maori and the values that run through, into everything associated 
with the arts.. 

ANON-K9GG-
18WV-8 

Teachers will need good resources in order to justice to the spirit of these 
standards. 
How can we avoid token representations of te ao maori. 
How might we handle students who want to explore a design context or point 
of inspiration which is not related to te ao maori? 

ANON-K9GG-
18HT-Q 

Please make the notes more explicitly clearly. 

ANON-K9GG-
188G-T 

- I like the idea in principle of using Maori heritage within the curriculum. 
- Using Maori designers as an option or New Zealanders not of Maori decent 
should be included. I liked how Non-Maori designers were used who used 
had a strong Maori influence. 
The course outlines clearly showed how this could be incorporated into a 
learning programme. 
I would need significant up skilling PD to confidently fulfil its intent. 

ANON-K9GG-
18K5-U 

Why only Maori? What about other cultures? 

ANON-K9GG-
18YV-A 

The Māori terms are used and I've been delighted to see it in there front and 
centre. There are some concepts used appropriately, but there are some that 
may only be a surface level replacement. 
 
More support will be needed for some teachers. As a person that has 
reflected on the integration of Māori principles into their planning, writing it out 
is a far cry from truly understanding the entire concept. 

ANON-K9GG-
1887-A 

I think some of the concepts work well, especially in terms of designing for 
someone, the whakapapa of a site, improving Hauora etc. 
 
Im struggling to get my head around 'design tikanga' It makes sense for the 
set up of a teaching space/ feedback etc ( but this is also generic, not DVC 
specific tikanga). However, the following type of statement, "Design tikanga 
weaves together both divergent and convergent thinking......" makes is sound 
a bit cultural appropriation in the form of word substitution, rather than an 
authentic fit as a te ao Māori concept. 

https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18CT-J
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18CT-J
https://consultation.education.govt.nz/ncea/public-engagement-survey-phase-1-english/consultation/response_view?fromQ=question.2021-03-17.3283835025&user_id=ANON-K9GG-18CR-G
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Its definitely a pendulum swing from nothing around Te ao Māori, to now full 
on inclusion, and I am concerned at the lack of authenticity around the ideas 
in the course outlines. For example, 'generate ideas for a bedroom informed 
by a Māori cultural perspective' How Is this even relating to contemporary 
practice or how Māori live in 2021!? I think there needs to be stronger 
consideration around whether some of the te reo used is just that, words, or if 
they are authentic Māori concepts that will actually allow students to embrace 
their identity, and enhance their learning outcomes. 
 
Im also concerned around autonomy for kaiako, with the inclusion of 
mātauranga Māori in its current form, and our ability to still provide future 
thinking outcomes, which also speak from a te ao Māori perspective. 

ANON-K9GG-
18NX-1 

The Maori heritage and the matauranga maori should be 'or', 'and / or' - so 
that we can deliver contexts and projects suited to our students interests. This 
is 'forcing' it - this will lead to appropriation (unintentionally), but it will lead to 
appropriation. 
Non Maori also do not have the right to create 'Maori' designs as they need a 
story behind them and a meaning to the person / group it is for. This is 
opening a can of worms and putting teachers in very vulnerable positions 
open to criticism; and in Maori eyes giving it a go / doing your best is not OK 
when it leads to misuse or appropriated / manipulated design outcomes. 
This will need so much PLD and resourcing and it would have to come from 
practicing Maori design firms like Apopo in Wellington; and even when you 
have had training with them you are not free to go back to your classroom 
and do 'Maori based design work', although a maori student could. 
This is why the 'and / or' is so critical to making this appropriate in a standard 
and to maintaining the professionalism of DVC. 
As soon as an exemplar goes out it is going to be widely 'copied' because 
teachers will be too scared to develop their own contexts in this area. As a 
design based subject the 'visual' is what is seen first. I think this is wobbly 
ground. 
We cannot 'take' a maori inspiration and evolve our own design out of it - we 
don't have that right as Pakeha. 
Again this will put enormous pressure on anyone in the community that is a 
maori designer that schools feel could be 'asked in' to speak to students. 

ANON-K9GG-
18FF-7 

Seems logical 

ANON-K9GG-
185U-5 

More consultation required before commenting on 

ANON-K9GG-
185X-8 

What does "respond to Te Ao Maori" mean? Does it mean responding to a 
specific need/topic of interest? 

ANON-K9GG-
183P-X 

Mātauranga Māori: 
My concern is that for a number of students L1 can be their first introduction 
to DVC and with the the proposed changes there are a number of complex 
concepts that they will need to get their heads around, for example they 
would need to start with "What is design??", once they've sorted that out to 
then also add in discovering their own unique voice, as well, I think is to much 
to expect at L1. I think the wording needs to be changed and simplified as 
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much as possible. Perhaps focusing on an individuals creativity would be a 
better way to tap into their voice. I think more use of the word creativity would 
be beneficial. 
 
Does appropriation needs to be specifically addressed? 
 
Akonga Maori: I was hoping for some broader more creative references that 
are unique to our subject. I'm concerned that a wide range of resources don't 
currently exist. I guess with these changes it may encourage more to be 
produced but will it be done in time?? 
 
Course Outlines: 
Regarding the course outlines, has there been consultation across different 
subject areas. For DVC suggesting a marae visit and Pepeha seems like a 
very standard approach which I suspect has the potential to also be 
addressed in so many other subjects at the same time. I am concerned that if 
content / context is being repeated it will 'turn off' students engagement. 
 
Course Outlines: I do not think year long projects suit students who may have 
changing personal circumstances. It's fantastic in theory but it doesn't take 
much for absenteeism to leave students behind. For example when I have 
taught at low decile schools with a high transient population, large long 
projects did not work for them. 

ANON-K9GG-
18NG-G 

In terms of Learning, there is some clear acknowledgement of mātauranga 
Māori, though there will need to be a lot of unpacking of this to see what this 
might actually look like and to support teachers from all backgrounds to 
understand what this means for all learners in the classroom. 
 
In terms of Teaching, while there is explicit and detailed reference to 
mātauranga Māori in Course Outline 1, the other two Course Outlines can 
also be inclusive of this perspective along with other personalised 
perspectives across the full gamut of culture, gender, contexts and 
experiences. 
 
In terms of the Assessment, there is the explicit acknowledgement of 
mātauranga Māori in 1.1, though this can also play a distinct part in 1.4 where 
the people or place might be relevant to a Māori perspective or context and 
this is treated respectfully and meaningfully. Remember that designers are 
designing for others, and with that there is the need for empathy to help 
support the goal of improving people’s lives. 

ANON-K9GG-
1N7G-F 

In regards to Te Ao Maori, a lot of PD will be required in this area. As a 
teacher who has completed a Papakainga brief and a Whare-wānanga brief, i 
still don't feel confident in this area and would love additional support, 
resources and PD. We have some amazing experts in our area who are 
willing to support, however, it takes time to learn, understand and embed 
these ideas into programs, and $$. 
Good resources and exemplars will be imperative, and what will this look like 
at L2 & L3 

ANON-K9GG-
1NGF-X 

Our survey of members resulted in a great deal of confusion and criticism 
towards the proposed DVC 1.1 standard. This standard presents mātauranga 
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Māori as a single “design heritage” to be investigated alongside one other. 
This implies a lack of diversity within Māori design heritage, and has provoked 
accusations of tokenism and constraining choice. In fact, the first Course 
Outline demonstrates significant choice and authenticity within this heritage. 
TENZ believes all Technology teachers should feel comfortable grounding 
courses in mātauranga Māori, but this feedback shows there will be 
significant support required to reach this point. 
This standard could be reworked to clearly focus on the diversity within 
mātauranga Māori rather than encouraging it to be contrasted wholesale with 
another heritage. This could allow for more nuance, authenticity, and clearer 
direction to support teachers. 

ANON-K9GG-
1NGZ-J 

I like that there is a choice of three exemplars to use which makes it easy to 
be creative in the design of the course and how it might be played out over 
the course of the year. 
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